Eye or head rotation would influence perceived heading direction if it were coded by cells tuned only to retinal flow patterns that correspond to linear self-movement. We propose a model for heading detection based on motion templates that are also Gaussian-tuned to the amount of rotational flow. Such retinal flow templates allow explicit use of extra-retinal signals to create templates tuned to head-centric flow as seen by the stationary eye. Our model predicts an intermediate layer of 'eye velocity gain fields' in which 'rate-coded' eye velocity is multiplied with responses of templates sensitive to specific retinal flow patterns. By combination of the activities of one retinal flow template and many units with an eye velocity gain field, a new type of unit appears: its preferred retinal flow changes dynamically in accordance with the eye rotation velocity. This unit's activity becomes thereby approximately invariant to the amount of eye rotation. The units with eye velocity gain fields form the motion-analogue of the units with eye position gain fields found in area 7a, which according to our general approach, are needed to transform position from retino-centric to head-centric coordinates. The rotation-tuned templates can also provide rate-coded visual estimates of eye rotation to allow a pure visual compensation for rotational flow. Our model is consistent with psychophysical data that indicate a role for extra-retinal as well as visual rotation signals in the correct perception of heading.
Introduction
A moving observer can perceive his direction of heading from the flow of the visual environment. The movement of points relative to a moving vantage point is called the optic flow. Because the appearing point, from which all the optic flow lines originate, coincides with the heading direction, Gibson [1] proposed that it could be used by the human visual system to infer the direction of heading. The retinal flow, however, is defined as the flow of points relative to a possibly rotating eye, and thus contains a part due to ego-translation, and a part due to ego-rotation. When eye movements are made, the focus of outflow due to the linear movement is displaced by a rotational component. This raises the question whether humans can disregard the rotational component purely visually, or whether extraretinal information, such as proprioceptive or efference copy signals, need to be used.
When simulated ego-translation and eye rotation is presented to a stationary eye, humans can resolve their heading direction accurately, suggesting that visual system does not always rely on extra-retinal signals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, in conditions such as movement towards a fronto-parallel plane or at low signal-to-noise ratios, performance is better when real eye movements are made. Royden et al. [8, 9] found that significant heading errors occur for simulated rotation velocities higher than 1.5°/s, but not when real eye movements are made. Although the latter limit is disputed, these data suggest at least that both visual and extra-retinal signals contribute to the perception of heading.
Early computational studies solve the heading direction from the optic flow by using differential motion parallax to remove the rotational component of flow [10, 11] , by observing the maximum of divergence in the flow [12] or by an optimization method to find the best matching ego-motion parameters to the actual flow field [13] . Only recently, physiological data are taken into account [14] [15] [16] [17] . These physiological models have been inspired by the discovery of motion-sensitive cells in MST of the macaque. The dorsal part of MST (MSTd) contains cells that respond to large expanding/ contracting, rotating or shifting flow patterns [18 -21] . In later studies, it was found that a large proportion of these cells also respond to combinations of flow patterns, such as spiral motion [22] , and that these cells may be tuned to a continuum of flow patterns, rather than to one particular flow pattern. Perrone [14] used local flow detectors, modeled after neurons in area MT, as the input to a set of motion templates with properties similar to those of cells in MST. The model of Lappe and Rauschecker [16] consists of a neural network, based on the subspace algorithm by Heeger and Jepson [13] , whose output neurons also showed MSTlike properties.
Common to these models is that they rely on motion parallax cues to distinguish a rotational component in the flow from a change of heading direction. Such models fail without depth differences in the scene, in contrast to humans during a smooth pursuit eye movement. We present a new model that uses the eye-velocity information explicitly to compensate for eye rotations. It is based on a theory by Koenderink [23] that characterizes the image's local geometry by receptive field assemblies. Briefly, such an assembly allows one to compute the image's luminance profile some distance away from the current position by combining suitably the activities in the assembly. One can use such an assembly to 'shift' the activity relative to the image using eye position information. This is equivalent to a single receptive field that dynamically changes its retinal position depending on the eye position; in other words, it transforms visual position from the retinal to the head-centric or another reference frame. Note that eye position refers to the orientation of the eye, as opposed to eye rotation, which refers to the eye's rotation velocity. By analogy to the receptive field assembly in the position domain, we propose an assembly of flow templates that, in combination with eye rotation velocity signals or a visual estimate of eye rotation, can transform the retinal flow pattern into a head-centric flow pattern. We will present a model to compensate for the effects of eye rotation. However, a similar structure can be used to compensate for the effects of head rotation using vestibular signals. Our paper concentrates on the assets and limitations of the principle of transformation by dynamic receptive fields. Although our models are inspired by physiological findings, we do not claim to provide a detailed account of cell properties.
Unfortunately, different nomenclature has been used in neurophysiological, oculo-motor and visual psychophysics literature to indicate the different types of selfmotion. Here, we will use the phrase 'translational' flow for any flow pattern that arises from pure translation of the eye through the environment (expansion flow in the neurophysiological literature). The phrase 'rotational' flow in our hands means a flow pattern that corresponds to rotation of the eye about any axis through the eye's center of rotation. This lumps the flow pattern that in the neurophysiological literature have been called 'rotation' and 'translational' flow. Instead, we will use the phrases 'torsional', 'horizontal' or 'vertical' flow when we need to differentiate between different axes of rotation. Furthermore, we will use the phrase 'head-centric flow' to denote the retinal motion pattern received by an eye that is stationary in the head, in contrast to 'retinal flow' for the motion pattern received by an eye that is rotating in the head.
In Section 2, we will demonstrate the general concept by transforming visual position from a retinal to a head-centric reference frame. We start with a summary of what is known of this problem in the parietal cortex. Then the mathematical expression for the transformation of retinal position to head-centric position will be derived. Receptive fields with gain field properties as found abundantly in the parietal cortex follow naturally from this analysis. A neural implementation and the limitations to such a model will be shown. In Section 3, we construct flow templates that code heading direction and form the analogy to the luminance receptive fields in the position domain. To adjust their activities for a rotational component in the flow, we then transform retinal flow templates to head-centric flow templates. In Section 4 we test the properties of the retinal flow templates. In Section 5 the performance of the heading model is compared with physiological and psychophysical data. The results are discussed in Section 6.
Receptive field shifts

Gain fields
To represent retinal information in another frame of reference, such as a head-centric or body coordinate system, the visual input needs somehow to be combined with motor signals. The posterior parietal cortex has received much attention, because here, many visual and motor pathways converge [24] . In area 7a of the macaque, where visual and eye position information are integrated, three types of cells have been distinguished [25, 26] . The first type responds only to visual stimuli. The Gaussian-shaped receptive fields of these visual cells are rather large, subtending about 40°visual angle. The second kind of cell is not visually responsive.
Instead, its activity varies linearly with the eye's position in the head. Interestingly, a third class of cells was also found, that integrated visual and eye position signals. A shift of fixation, during constant retino-topic stimulation, yielded a modulation of the amplitude of the response, while leaving the retinal receptive fields unchanged. The response seemed to be the product of eye position cell activity with visual position cell activity. Referring to this multiplicative property, Andersen et al. introduced the term gain fields. The majority of the gain field cells were formed by 'planar' gain fields, i.e. cells whose activity varied linearly with horizontal and/or vertical eye position.
Transformation of retinal to head-centric position
Andersen and Zipser [26] demonstrated with a neural network, that the three cell types, found in area 7a, form sufficient input to encode the visual position in head-centric coordinates. When the network was trained to generate head-centric responses, using visual and eye-position cells as input, cells in an intermediate layer of the neural network revealed gain field-like properties. However, the need for planar gain fields, to code the visual position in head-centric coordinates, can be understood differently and more explicitly by reformulating the problem in terms of 'dynamic shifts' on a map of Gaussian receptive fields.
Our model consists of an array of identical cells with retinal receptive fields that ultimately connect to an output layer of cells with head-centric receptive fields (Fig. 1a) . In the first layer, the cell activity L(x) represents the image contrast at retinal location x. We assume such activity is adequately described by the convolution (denoted by an asterisk) of the retinal luminance distribution I(x) with a Gaussian filter g(x;|), centered at retinal position x and having width |:
Now, suppose the RF of a cell in the output layer has the same properties, but x now refers to the cell's preferred head-centric location. Then, the response H(x) of a head-centric cell and that of a retino-centric cell are identical only when directed at the same headcentric region of the environment. Denoting the eye position relative to the head by 'e', this leads to the following set of equations: eye in the resting position:
eye in an eccentric position:
The last equation suggests that, depending on the eye position, the head-centric cell should connect to a different retino-centric RF. We will show, however, that a dynamic shift of the RF center can be obtained with only a small set of fixed connections. It requires eye position in a format resembling gain fields. To satisfy the above set of equations, we use Taylor's expansion to approximate the activity of a neighboring receptive field by the sum of the retinal cell activity at location x and its first, second and higher-order spatial derivatives (Fig. 1b) .
Taking advantage of the Gaussian kernel's property that the derivative of the 'blurred image' equals the 'blurred derivative' of the image [23] , the first-order derivative from Eq. (2) becomes:
so that the head-centric response can be written as:
Thus, the head-centric response H(x) is derived from purely local convolutions of the retinal image I(x) with g(x;|) and (g(x;|)/(x, taking into account eye position. If the eye is in its resting position (e =0), the contribution of the derivative term vanishes, for which case H(x) and L(x) become equal (Eq. (1a)).
Eqs. (2) and (3) reveal already a multiplication of eye position with visual RF activities. Yet, it remains unclear whether first or higher-order derivative cells are present in area 7a. However, the derivative term of Eq. (2) can be decomposed into activities of cells that do resemble known gain fields. To this end, we approximate the derivative RF at location 'x' by the difference of two Gaussian receptive fields, whose preferred centers are slightly off-set in opposite retinal directions relative to the location 'x' by an arbitrary small constant 'h':
+second and higher order terms of h
Note, this equation arises from two Taylor series of g(x −h;|) and g(x+ h,|), and that the accuracy with which the derivative is approximated depends on h. Substitution into Eq. (3), and a further extension to shifts in two dimensions, now gives: The above equation holds for all head-centric RFs, each having its own preferred head-centric location (x,y) and receiving input from a different set of retinal RFs with corresponding preferred retinal locations. Each such set is composed of a pure retinal RF and four neighboring RFs. The latter four are retinally displaced by a constant h and multiplied by either the horizontal (e x ) or vertical (e y ) eye position. Thus, these reflect the multiplicative properties of planar gain fields, because their responses vary linearly with eye position, given the retinal stimulus remains constant. Fig. 1c schematically shows the interactions between neurons involved in the retinal to head-centric transformation, as proposed by Eq. (5). For simplicity, we have omitted the vertical dimension. Note, the terms involving the eye position signal can attain both negative and positive values, whereas physiologically, it is not possible for neuron activities to change sign. However, negative values can be avoided by raising the level of activity, followed by inhibition further along the visual pathway. For instance, eye position e x might be represented by the difference of two eye position signals (a + e x /2) and (a− e x /2), that each do remain positive throughout the range of possible eye positions. After each is multiplied with the RF activity g, the resulting signals should then be subtracted at the level of the head-centric cell.
Error analysis
Eq. (2) holds only for a limited range of eye positions around the eye's resting position (e B|), whereas Eq. (4) is only justified as long as the RFs of the two neighboring retinal cells overlap sufficiently (h B |). Approaching either limit affects the form of the headcentric cell's tuning to the retinal position of a point stimulus, and causes an incomplete shift of its peak response (Fig. 1c) . To gain insight into the effect of varying h and |, we calculated the error in the shift as a function of eye eccentricity e. As expected, we find the error remains less than 1°for small off-sets (h B |/3) and small eccentricities (eB |/3) and increases for larger off-sets or eccentricities (Fig. 2a) . For large h, however, one can obtain a better approximation of the first-order derivative RF by scaling it with a constant factor:
2. This significantly decreases the error for h= | (Fig. 2a, dotted line) . Furthermore, Fig. 2b shows that the range of eye positions for which the errors remain small is proportional to the RF width |, given a fixed ratio of h to |.
More accurate approximations of the head-centric response can be obtained using a higher-order Taylor expansion. This requires second-or higher-order derivatives of the Gaussian receptive field together with signals that are proportional to second or higher powers of the eye shift. Any higher-order derivative can be approximated by suitably combining receptive fields at neighboring retinal locations. Furthermore, given a set of eye position cells that fire linearly with eye position, any non-linear higher power function of eye position can be approximated. Fig. 3 demonstrates how a quadratic function can be achieved from the sum of linear units that have different slopes and intercepts. A similar approach was used in the neural network model by Andersen and Zipser [26] . Recently, Squatrito and Maioli [27] have found eye position cells that indeed show a linear increase of the activity as a function of the eye position, and that start responding at various eye positions.
Higher-order differentiations may increase the sensitivity to noise. However, the effect of noise in the image is strongly reduced because the RF integrates the spatial derivative over a large area. Thus, one may expect higher-order derivatives to provide meaningful responses only for large receptive fields. Since the higher-order derivatives are constructed by means of subtracting RF responses, noise at the level of the cell's output, just prior to the subtraction operation, will seriously limit the usefulness of higher-order differentiations.
Physiology
Physiological evidence for retino-to head-centric transformation of visual signals was found in area 7a. This area contains three types of cells [24] of which the response properties look remarkably similar to properties of units in the scheme of Fig. 1c . First of all, the Gaussian tuning profile to retinal position of the visual cells is an essential property to enable a dynamic shift of a RF. Secondly, our model indicates that large receptive fields are necessary to fully compensate for large changes in eye position; the wide RF as found in area 7a are therefore well fit to sustain the transformation throughout the oculo-motor range. Thirdly, cells with gain fields whose activity varies linearly with eye position [24] may reflect the most elementary components of the intermediate layer. We do not know of any 
Retinal flow
We will now show how the retinal flow is mathematically expressed as the sum of a component related to the eye rotation, and one related to the direction of heading. To describe the visual environment, the egomotion and the resulting flow field we use an oculo-centric system, centered on the nodal point of the eye. The x-axis points forward along the line of sight, while the y and z-axes lie perpendicular to the x-axis, along the horizontal and vertical retinal meridian, respectively (Fig. 4) .
The retinal flow is characterized by a collection of motion vectors, that each denote the retinal projection of the 3D movement of a fiducial point in the environment. This assumes that the correspondence problem has been solved. This description only partially captures the information in the optic flow, for it does not describe the higher-order temporal derivatives, or local spatial derivatives of the flow. However, several psychophysical studies argue that this motion pattern is sufficient for perception of heading [2, 3] .
Since the visual system measures only visual directions and angular speeds, we shall use spherical coordinates. Thus, a point at a 3D position d i is written as lying at a distance d i in a visual direction denoted by the unit vector d. i . As a convention, we use a fat symbol to indicate a 3D vector, and a capped symbol to refer to a unit 3D vector. To each point is associated a flow vector p i which always lies in the plane perpendicular to the visual direction. Although p i has only two degrees of freedom, we maintain the three-dimensional (3-D) notation for computational convenience. We can define the flow as the following set:
Any movement of the eye can be decomposed into a 3D translation vector T and a 3D rotation vector R whose rotation axis passes through the eye. The direction of a 3D rotation vector lies along the rotation axis, and its length determines the rotation speed. R can have any direction relative to T or the eye's viewing direction. Thus, it may be torsional, horizontal, vertical or any combination thereof. If we ignore the distance between the eye's nodal point and its center of rotation, visual cells with first-order derivative receptive fields, but these may be constructed from Gaussian receptive fields with linear gain fields. Head-centric receptive fields, on the other hand, have not been found in area 7a, but these cells may be found in other areas along neural pathways leading from area 7a, such as area V6 [28] . Alternatively, the visual system may very well supply other areas with head-centric visual information in the distributed form of the gain fields.
In the model we have used only extra-retinal signals that code eye positions along the vertical or horizontal meridian. But, position cells in area 7a are tuned to other meridians as well [29, 27] . The proposed mechanism is easily extended to include eye signals with intermediate axes of rotation. Each eye signal should then combine with a pair of receptive fields, whose shifted centers lie on the meridian through which the preferred axis of the eye position cell passes. Our model does not deal with the special class of torsional eye positions. In that case, compensation could involve a combination of oriented receptive fields [23] with cells coding rotation about the line of sight.
Transformation of retinal to head-centric flow
This section describes how one can derive a representation of heading direction from the retinal flow that is invariant to the rotation velocity of the eye. First, we give a mathematical description of the retinal flow. We introduce retinal flow templates, which form the units in the first layer of the heading model, and are the equivalent of retinal position cells in the position model. Then, we show how to arrive at head-centric flow templates. At the end, we construct the motion templates that collect motion signals just as MST cells are believed to collect MT inputs, and that to some extent show similarity with MST responses found. But, for templates to code heading direction and to connect them with the compensation scheme, we must assume additional cell properties that have not yet been found or simply have not been searched for in MST. the displacement Dd i of a point in an infinitesimal time Dt can be approximated by:
While only movement perpendicular to the visual direction gives rise to the retinal flow of a point, we take the time derivative of the visual direction d. i to find the motion parallax p i . This flow vector can be split into a part related to the pure ego-rotation R, and a part related to the 'apparent rotation' A i caused by ego-translation [30] :
Note that in the last equation the translation T has been replaced by the product of translation speed T, and the unit vector in the heading direction T . = T/T. Eq. (6) allows one to solve the 2D heading direction and the 3D ego-rotation, given a minimum of five flow vectors and visual directions. Also the reciprocal of 'time to contact' T/d i can be reconstructed, but the ego-speed (or depth of points) can not be determined without knowing of the actual distance of a point (or speed). With this general description of the flow we can now derive the model's general structure.
Retinal flow templates
Perrone [14] was the first to propose a template-based model for the detection of heading direction. Basically, each template evaluates the evidence that the flow pattern is consistent with the template's preferred flow field. The template receives its input from a set of local motion detectors at a range of visual directions, much the way an MST cell is believed to receive its input from motion detectors in MT.
Given a set of templates, each tuned to flow belonging to pure translation of the eye in a specific direction, heading direction can then be coded by the preferred heading direction of the most active template. This can be visualized by a 2-D map of responses, in which cell position corresponds to the template's preferred heading direction (Fig. 5) . Each of these cells prefers retinal flow that radiates outward from the preferred heading direction. An eye rotation, however, adds a rotational component to the flow, causing the apparent focus of expansion to shift. Now, the preferred heading direction of the most active cell and the direction of ego-motion do not correspond. This problem can be overcome by using templates tuned to a combination of translation and rotation.
Sampling the flow for all possible combination of 2-D heading directions (T . ) and 3-D ego-rotations (T) requires a 5-D set of templates, provided the templates' responses do not depend on the translation speed and the distances of points in the scene. Our approach is to create a large set of retinal flow templates, tuned to different heading directions on a fine grid, but to sample the rotation dimensions very sparsely. Subsequently, we apply the theory of the previous paragraphs to build a collection of templates, of which the output is not affected by ego-rotation. This effectively reduces the number of templates one needs to sample the flow space.
The analogy between transformation of retinal position and retinal flow
There are a number of similarities between the problem of disregarding the rotational flow during an eye movement and the problem of compensation for eye shifts to achieve head-centric receptive fields.
First, both models involve a 2-D map of cell responses. In the position model, a visual direction of a point is indicated by a peak response in a 2-D map of receptive fields. Likewise, the visual direction of egotranslation is indicated by a peak in a 2-D map of motion templates tuned to heading direction. For neither the position nor the ego-translation vector do we need to represent the third dimension, because the depth information is lost.
Secondly, both models carry out a coordinate transformation to compensate for eye rotations. To attain the head-centric representation of target position, which is invariant for shifts of fixation, the retinal receptive fields are converted to head-centric receptive fields using ratecoded eye position signals. In the retinal flow, a pursuit eye movement changes the responses of retinal templates that are tuned to the center of expanding flow, because a rotational component is added to the translational flow. The head-centric flow templates, however, should be invariant to that rotation component. To compensate for the rotational flow, we define an operation on the retinal flow template that accomplishes a 'shift' in flow-space along the direction of ego-rotation, using eye velocity signals.
Thirdly, some characteristic properties of cells in area 7a, that support our hypothesis on a proposed transformation mechanism, can also be found for cells in MST. The position scheme requires visual position cells, with large receptive fields for retinal 'shifts' due to the change of fixation, together with eye position signals in rate code. In MST, spiral motion cells [22] are selective to heading direction and Gaussian-tuned to torsional rotation. Also pursuit cells that code eye velocity in rate code have been found in MST [31, 32] .
It is important to note that the above transformation aims to discount the effect of the eye rotation on the templates' activities. The transformed activities do not represent head-centric heading direction, because each template is defined relative to the retinal frame. If the eye is not in its resting position, we still need to carry out a position transformation on the retinal heading direction to get the head-centric heading direction. The latter transformation can be accomplished by applying the position model on the transformed motion template activities, using eye position signals.
Transformation of retinal flow
We will now explain the transformation from a retinal to head-centric representation of the flow. Whenever we refer to the head-centric heading direction, we mean the heading direction that is corrected for the eye velocity, but not for the eye's deviation from the null position. All coordinates are expressed in the retinal frame, e.g. with the x-component T x and R x along the line of sight. In the sequel, we will use capital letter T . and R to denote the heading direction and the ego-rotation of the observer, and lowercase letters t. and r for the template's preferred heading direction and ego-rotation.
As in the position model, our aim is to construct two representations of heading maps ( 6 ). Put differently, we use for each heading direction and axis of rotation a pair of templates with opposite directions of preferred rotation about this axis but equal preferred magnitudes of rotation and one template tuned to zero rotation about this axis. We call such a triple of templates a 'template bundle'.
To denote the response of such templates to a particular flow, characterized by T . and R, we could use a notation like O t. ,r (T . ,R). However, because we wish to express relations between templates within the bundle when they respond to one instance of the flow, we drop the T . and R parameters and only refer to the template activities by the preferred heading direction t. and rotation r: O(t. ,r).
A cell in layer 'O' codes oculo-centric heading direction and responds purely to the retinal flow, while a cell in layer 'H', at the same grid position, codes the same retinal heading direction, but with its activity corrected for the eye velocity. That is, it responds to the head-centric flow, by combining the activity of O templates with eye velocity signals. As in the position model, we concentrate initially on eye rotation m about the z-axis (horizontal rotation). We require: Thus, when the eye is rotating (m "0) the head-centric flow t. template H(t. ) should respond identically as a retinal flow template O(t. ,m) with the same preferred heading direction (t. ) and a preferred rotation about the z-axis that corresponds to the eye rotation m.
By analogy to the two approximations in the retinal to head-centric position transformation, we express the head-centric flow response in terms of retinal flow responses and eye rotation velocities. The change of activity of a retinal flow template due to an eye rotation is equal to the derivative of that activity of O(t. ,0) multiplied by the eye rotation velocity m. Thus, for the head-centric flow response to flow corresponding with a particular heading direction and eye velocity m, we get:
Note the similarity with Eq. (2). As in Eq. (4), the derivative part can be approximated by two retinal flow templates that have opposite amounts of preferred rotation rate ().
Now, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
Clearly, we have the same construction as in the position model (Eq. (4)). The eye-velocity signal m provides the gain term, and is multiplied by the response of the templates tuned to the heading direction t. and to rotation about the z-axis. Thus, we merely need a bundle of three oculo-centric templates with fixed preferred rotational velocities (-, 0 and ) and an eye velocity signal m to create a template H(t. ) whose response will not depend on the rotation velocity of the eye.
There are several ways to extend the scheme to different directions of rotation. One method involves a decomposition of eye velocity in the three cardinal directions (m x , m y and m z ). To simplify the notations, we define 'O 0 ' as the response of a pure translation template. In addition, we need six more templates, tuned to rotation velocity of constant magnitude , only varying in their preferred axis and sign of rotation, denoted by a subscript. For example, 'O − y ' indicates the response of the template with preferred rotation about the negative y-axis, and the same preferred heading direction as 'O 0 '. The head-centric flow response then becomes:
An alternative method would involve a larger collection of rotational axes, that are not necessarily perpendicular, each with their corresponding pair of templates and eye velocity signal. In such a scheme, several different 'H' templates, each corresponding to a particular rotation axis, need to be combined to arrive at a template sensitive to head-centric flow for the general case.
Defining templates
Until now, we have avoided a precise definition of the relation between a retinal flow template and its local motion detectors. We will now construct a retinal flow template that prefers a specific combination of t. and r.
A retinal flow template 'O' evaluates the evidence that the local flow vectors are consistent with its preferred ego-motion. It is a geometrical fact, however, that the precise structure of the flow field depends on the structure of the environment in relation to the ego-speed: the translational component of the flow is related to the distance of the fiducial point divided by the ego-speed (Eq. (6)). Thus, for the same preferred ego-motion exists a set of different flow fields corresponding to different environments. To construct templates that are independent of the distances in the environment and the preferred ego speed, we start to note that the translational component of the preferred flow lies along radial lines emanating from the template's preferred retinal direction of heading. To become insensitive to the magnitude of the translational component of flow, the template's response should depend only on the component of the local motion perpendicular to these radial lines. For a visual direction d. i , we denote this local perpendicular direction by the symbol â i .
In the following, we exploit this constraint to define templates that are not sensitive to changes of depth.
The template is assumed to collect the activities W i from N different locations in the visual field:O(t. ,r)=
At each location 'i', the retinal flow vector (p i ) contributes an amount W i to the template's activity according to its deviation from the template's preferred velocity vector (q i ) at that location. How large is this contribution? Let P i and Q i denote the velocity components along, respectively, the flow vector p i , and the template's preferred flow vector q i at that location (P i =p i · â i ; Q i = q i · â i ). Then, we can define the weight function W i as a 'receptive field' in the local velocity space (Fig. 7) . The local velocity space is the collection of all possible retinal flow vectors at that location. We define the receptive field in local velocity space as:
Eq. (11) corresponds to a ridge in the local velocity space at viewing direction d. i . The ridge is oriented parallel to the preferred translational flow, i.e. motion along the great circle connecting the preferred heading direction and the viewing direction. When the template is tuned to pure translational flow, the maximum of the ridge is centered on that line. When the template is also tuned to a component of rotation, the ridge is offset in velocity space from that line by an amount (Q i ) that depends on the eye rotation to which the template is tuned. To this end, we calculate the preferred flow vector q i using Eq. (6) . By definition, the translational component is perpendicular to â i , so its part vanishes in the inner product (q i · â i ). Therefore, only the rotational part contributes to Q i :
The Gaussian width | i for the local weight in Eq. (11) is defined proportional to the offset (1.5 · Q i ), with a lower boundary | min that also scales with the preferred rotation. Note, in the above equations only p i is determined by the stimulus, whereas q i and â i are vectors that characterize the sampling of local velocity space by the template that prefers ego-motion parameters t. and r. Fig. 7 . Construction of a template that is tuned to heading to the left and above of the fovea (indicated by the circle) and an eye rotation to the right (vector r). At each of the three retinal locations the local velocity space is depicted. The meridian through the heading direction and the retinal location is one axis of this local velocity space (indicated with a dashed line). The other cardinal direction is perpendicular to that meridian. At each location the component of flow due to the preferred rotation is shown (q) and its projection (Q) on the line perpendicular to the local meridian (i.e. parallel to, see text). At one location the local flow vector (p) and its component of translational flow (p t ) are also shown. The Gaussian ridge in local velocity space represents the weight attributed to the local flow by this template O(t. ,r). The peak of the ridge is offset from the local meridian by Q. This means that to each local flow vector p of which the component P along equals Q is attributed the maximal weight for that location. The widths of the ridges determine the width of the rotational tuning of the template, which should be the same for the pure expansion template and the rotation-tuned templates. Templates built according to this definition possess the following properties:
• The template's response is independent of the speed/ distance ratio of points in the environment, if the heading T . corresponds to the preferred heading t. . • The template is Gaussian-tuned to the magnitude of eye rotation about the preferred axis, if T . = t. . • The template has a maximum response at the preferred heading direction (t. ). The first property arises, because W i does not vary along the direction of preferred translational flow in local velocity space but only in the perpendicular direction, i.e. along â i . The local motion component along â i only depends on the rotational component of the flow, provided the actual heading and the preferred heading correspond. Because that dependence is Gaussian, the template achieves Gaussian tuning to rotation velocity about the preferred axis of rotation r. Because the local Gaussian width is proportional to the preferred local flow, each flow vector will contribute equally to the template's response. Finally, as the contribution of the translational component to the flow along â i increases with the extent to which the heading direction deviates from the preferred heading direction, we have simultaneously acquired the third property, namely tuning to heading direction.
Retinal flow template simulations
In the foregoing, we have derived a mathematical description of retinal flow templates that code the direction of heading, and can be transformed to head-centric flow templates, whose responses are invariant to the eye's rotation. However, to allow such a transformation, we should check whether the retinal flow templates have the desired Gaussian tuning to the rotation velocity, and analyze to what degree the rotation depends on the orientation of the rotation axis. In addition, we investigated how motion parallax can be exploited to achieve tuning to a preferred rotation, independent of the deviation of the heading eccentricity from the bundle's preferred heading direction.
We implemented the model in Mathematica on a Power Macintosh 8500/120. We analyze in detail the response of a single bundle of retinal templates to different types of flow. This template bundle has a preferred heading direction along the retinal x-axis. Alternatively, one could analyze the response to a single instance of the flow by an array of template bundles with different preferred head-centric flow. These two types of analysis are equivalent provided (1) the template bundles with different preferred heading do not interact, and (2) the stimulus extends throughout the visual field, touching the receptive fields of all templates.
Tuning properties
The template and the structure of the flow is invariant under any rotation in the y-z plane. Therefore, we analyze the tuning to heading direction along only one meridian, and tuning to rotation about only one axis in the image plane. We treat the effects of torsional rotation on the template's response separately.
The tuning to horizontal heading directions of the pure expansion template (O 0 ) is Gaussian (Fig. 8a) . The maximum is located at the template's preferred heading direction, in this example T y = 0°.
Next, we analyze the tuning of retinal templates to rotation about the vertical axis (O z ,O − z ). Fig. 8b shows that the pure expansion template and the two templates tuned to expansion and opposite rotations (preferred rotation magnitude = 2.5°/s) about the vertical axis have similar Gaussian-shaped receptive fields. The maxima are located at the preferred rotation velocities 0, − 2.5 and 2.5°/s, and the tuning width estimated from the tuning curve is about |= 3.8°/s. The 'rotation +ex-pansion' templates overlap sufficiently to allow the approximation of the derivative RF with respect to rotation about the z-axis (Eq. (8)). As explained in the error analysis of the position model, the derivative function is more closely approximated when it is multiplied with a constant factor. Substituting h by =2/3 |, this factor equals exp[(/|) 2]= exp[0.67 2 ]= 1.55. Hereafter, whenever the head-centric response is calculated to first order, we multiply the derivative approximation, (O − z − O z )/(2), with this factor (Fig. 8b) . Fig. 8c illustrates that addition of 5.0°/s rotation about the horizontal (y) axis, scales the response of the expansion template and its approximated derivative equally, independent of the rotation about the vertical axis. This behavior is desired, because uniform scaling of the responses will not impair the ability to compensate for rotation about the vertical axis. The uniform scaling is Gaussian as a function of the magnitude of rotation about the horizontal axis.
Addition of 5.0°/s torsional flow (Fig. 8d) , on the other hand, does not scale the responses uniformly. The pure expansion template prefers zero flow along circles concentric with the heading direction. If the flow contains a horizontal rotation these 'tangential' components of flow are no longer zero, reducing the activity of the O 0 template. However, the flow from torsional rotation partly cancels the effect of horizontal rotation on the activity of the pure expansion template. Because the torsional flow is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis, this occurs for both positive and negative directions of torsion. This explains the occurrence of two peaks in the tuning curve. These side peaks, however, do not occur when the templates (O 0 , O z , O − z ) are tuned more broadly ( Fig. 8e; = 7 .5°/s). This illustrates that the template's tuning width sets an upper limit to which the transformation runs independently for orthogonal components of rotation.
There is a qualitative difference in the tuning of the rotational templates to rotation about the z-axis when a torsional (R x ) or when a horizontal (R y ) component of rotation is added to the flow. The compensation mechanism as proposed in Eq. (10) may fail if a fast torsional eye movement is made. As an alternative, we proposed the possibility of compensation about more than the three orthogonal axes. In Fig. 8f we show the response of a template bundle that compensates for rotation about the x-axis, as we vary the amount of torsional flow. In this case, the derivative is composed of two 'expansion+rotation' templates tuned to opposite amounts of torsional rotation. Fig. 8g shows the response of a template bundle that compensates for rotation about the x= z-axis, in which case the derivative is constructed from two 'expansion + rotation' templates tuned to opposite amounts of rotation about the x =z-axis. These two tuning curves look similar to that of the template bundle which compensates for rotation in the image plane (Fig. 8b) . Thus, we conclude the compensation about each axis is the same.
Role of motion parallax
For the transformation of retinal to head-centric flow templates, we desire retinal flow templates whose preferred rotation does not depend on the heading direction. In a limited aperture, however, the flow caused by ego-translation perpendicular to the observer's line of sight is very similar to the flow pattern caused by ego-rotation about an axis that is perpendicular to both the line of sight and the direction of translation [30] . For a frontal plane, the recovery of the ego-motion parameters becomes inherently ambiguous [10] .
The effect of the ambiguity on the rotation tuning of the retinal flow templates is shown in Fig. 9a and Fig.  9b for movement towards a cloud and a fronto-parallel plane. In these plots, the horizontal heading direction (T y ) and amount of rotation about the vertical axis (R z ) is varied. Instead of three blobs located at the three preferred rotations (r z = −2.5, 0, 2.5) and the preferred heading direction (t y = 0°), the pure expansion template and the 'rotation+expansion'-tuned templates show oblique oriented ridges of activity.
Interestingly, the orientation of the ridges for the cloud stimulus (average distance 5.5 m) is more oblique than for the frontal plane (average distance 2 m). This effect follows from the geometry of the flow. The apparent displacement of the focus of expansion due to a rotational flow component is governed by the ratio of the rotation velocity R and the distance-scaled egospeed (T/d). Because the points in the cloud stimulus lie on average further away than the points in the frontoparallel plane, the ridges of template activities are oriented less obliquely for the latter stimulus.
The diagonal ridge of activity, means that the template is equally activated, or nearly so in case of the cloud, when the heading direction and the eye rotation deviate simultaneously from the template's preferred heading direction and rotation. Consequently, heading judgment, based on these retinal pure expansion templates, will display a systematic error in the detected heading direction, proportionally to and in the same direction as the eye's rotation.
Psychophysical studies show that the removal of depth differences by presenting a frontal plane of points, results in systematic heading direction errors when eye rotation is simulated [33, 34, 3] . With two planes at different depths, errors are much smaller [34, 9] . To a limited extent the templates show such an effect of depth in the stimulus, because the three templates respond less to the cloud stimulus for higher rotation rates, contrary to the response for a frontoparallel plane. Yet, we wondered whether depth could be exploited more effectively by the template to accomplish separate tuning to heading direction and egorotation.
When the ego-motion is directed towards the template's preferred heading direction, each local flow vector's component along â i provides the same estimate of the amount of ego-rotation. But, if the actual heading direction differs from the template's preferred heading direction, the local flow along â i will contain a translational component that may show large variation in magnitude for points at different depths. Thus, large variations of the local flow along â i over all points indicate that the current flow field does not correspond to the template's preferred heading direction. Suppression of responses of templates with such large variation in the local estimate of the rotation will favor the template with the correct preferred heading.
For the local estimate of rotation, we take the ratio of the components along â i of the local flow vector p i and the preferred rotational flow vector q i , which we shall refer to as the local rotational gain:
When t. =T . , the local rotational gain does not vary between viewing directions, even if the ego-rotation changes its direction or magnitude, for this will scale all local rational gains equally. Obviously, those points for which the denominator equals zero (Q i =0) need to be excluded from the set. As this is the case for all visual directions in case of the pure expansion template, only the rotation-tuned templates are used. The variance of the rotational gain over the set of flow vectors can then be used to inhibit template responses by multiplication with a 'scatter' function in which | s determines the weight of the motion parallax cues:
Inhibition by the scatter function (| s =1.0°/s) clearly has two benefits for the detection of heading. Firstly, inhibition occurs mainly at the templates' non-preferred heading direction (t y "0), allowing the three ridges of activity to run parallel to the rotation axis (Fig. 9c,  cloud stimulus) . Evidently, the scatter function has no influence on the template responses during approach of a fronto-parallel plane (Fig. 9d) . Thus, provided motion parallax cues are present, the scatter function reduces the ambiguity between a shift of preferred heading direction versus a shift in the preferred amount of ego-rotation. Secondly, the scatter function narrows the template's tuning to heading direction, which facilitates the localization of the maximum response in the heading map.
Lowering | s may maximize the benefit of motion parallax cues, but also increases the template's sensitivity to variance in local rotational gain caused by noise at the level of local motion detectors. Such noise decreases the activity of all templates in the heading map, thus impairing the detection of the location of the maximum response in the heading map. Thus, at some point there will be a tradeoff between the increased invariance to rotational flow against the loss of accuracy to locate the maximum response in the heading map.
Head-centric flow template simulations
Having checked the retinal flow properties, we examine the head-centric responses for a model that uses the oculo-motor signal, a visual signal, or their combination as an estimate of the eye's rotation. For simulations of an approach to a fronto-parallel plane, subjects make large errors in judging their heading direction when eye rotation is also simulated, but not when they make real eye movements [2, 3, 9, 33] . However, performance for the simulated eye rotation condition improves considerably when depth information is present from motion parallax [3, 4, 6, 7] . The extent to which this performance increase occurs is currently disputed. Here, we do not wish to indulge into that debate, but merely ask whether a plausible mechanism can be conceived that captures both the role of eye movement or other extra-retinal signals and the contribution of motion parallax information in the perception of heading.
Oculo-motor signals
According to Eq. (9), the retinal flow templates can be combined with eye velocity signals to arrive at head-centric flow templates. We shall refer to this scheme as the extra-retinal signal model in which the oculo-motor signal m o represents the eye's velocity. Fig. 10a, b show the head-centric flow template responses for a cloud and frontal plane stimulus for different horizontal heading directions and different amounts of eye rotation about the z-axis without suppression by the scatter function. For rotation rates up to about 4°/s, the response of the head-centric template has a maximum that is positioned at the preferred heading direction T y = 0, in contrast to the response of the pure expansion template (Fig. 9a-b) . For larger rotation rates, the peak activity does shift away from the preferred heading direction. Thus, the addition of the eye velocity gain field response 'm o (O − z − O z )/(2)' can compensate for eye rotations for both the cloud and frontal plane stimulus. For the frontal plane stimulus the maximum of the derivative term '(O − z − O z )/ (2)' does not decline in magnitude. Consequently, the multiplication with a linearly varying oculo-motor signal causes the head-centric flow response to grow continuously with increasing rotation magnitude R z . The detection of the heading direction, however, is not impaired by such increased response, since it does not affect the location of the ridge in the head-centric flow response map. Fig. 10c shows the same head-centric flow template response (ridge in the middle, t y =0°) for a cloud stimulus when also motion parallax cues are exploited. Although the inhibition with the help of motion parallax can largely counter the effect of eye rotation, the contribution of the eye velocity gain field is evident, because the maximum activity of the head-centric flow template remains high up to 4°/s rotation rates, compared with the rapid decrease of the response of the retinal pure expansion template in Fig. 9c .
We have also simulated the responses of two other head-centric flow templates tuned to heading direction t y = −20°and t y = 20°, respectively (Fig. 10c) . We see that the peak response of these templates is simply shifted up and down along the T y -axis, by an amount equal to their preferred heading direction. This implies that our assumption on the equivalence between analyzing the response of a single template to flow of different heading directions, and analyzing the response a population of templates to only a single flow field, is valid.
Scale of templates
The range of eye rotations for which the head-centric flow templates detect the correct heading during motion towards a frontal plane, is small compared with human performance during real eye rotations [8] . As was demonstrated in the error analysis of the position model (Fig. 2b) , this range is limited by the width of the templates' tuning to rotation (Eq. (9)). Fig. 11 shows the range is considerably increased for larger scale templates, which by our definition of templates have larger preferred rotation (cf. legend Fig. 8 ). For very broadly tuned retinal flow templates, the head-centric flow template tolerates eye rotations up to more than 20°/s. However, as for the scatter function, the invariance to rotation trades off with a loss of accuracy in detecting the location of maximum activity in the population of head-centric templates.
With the second-order derivative to rotation also taken into account (Eq. (12)), the range of rotations the model can cope with is extended even more (Fig. 11d) .
This second-order derivative to rotation can be composed of zero-order derivative RFs, according to the three-point formula (Eq. (13)). The quadratic eye velocity signal (m 2 ) can be constructed from linearly varying eye velocity signals with different off-sets, as explained in the error analysis of the position model.
A very recent report [35] shows that certain cells in area MST do not shift their preferred center of translational flow on the screen during an eye movement compared with the preferred center when the eye is stationary. A similar effect has been found for MSTd cells during full body rotation [36] . Interestingly, Bra- dley et al. [35] found a variety of response types ranging from not shifting at all to a complete shift corresponding to a preferred retinal locus for the center of the translational flow. These response types are consistent with our head-centric and retinal flow templates, respectively (Fig. 12) .
For other cells, the amplitude of the response to the retinally preferred locus varied depending on the direction and magnitude of the eye movement. Such results can be reproduced by our model when the output of the retinal and head-centric flow templates tuned to different amounts of rotation are considered (cf. Fig. 11d ; the heading error can be equated with a deficit of the required retinal shift of the preferred center of translational flow).
Visual estimation of rotation
Up to this point the model uses an eye velocity signal m as input for the gain term in Eq. (7). This does not mean that oculo-motor signals are essential to carry out the transformation to head-centric flow. The rotationtuned templates also provide a means for estimating the rotation about each axis on a pure visual basis. To create a visual signal that varies linearly with the amount of rotation, one can use the two templates of the template bundle that are tuned to opposite rotations. The difference between these Gaussian responses varies linearly with the rotation in the flow within a range that is limited by the preferred rotation of the templates (Fig. 13) . Actually, this amounts to the same expression as the Gaussian derivative in Eq. (8) . All left to be done is multiplication with a suitable factor; the templates' preferred rotation velocity .
Thus, substituting the visual rotation signal for the eye velocity signals in Eq. (9) we arrive at a purely visual model: Fig. 13 , however, shows that only the retinal flow template bundle whose preferred heading direction matches the actual direction of ego-motion is able to give a correct estimate of the true horizontal rotation component in the flow. At non-preferred heading directions (T y " 0), the visual estimate of rotation is smaller and shifted along the rotation axis, because it suffers from the same ambiguity as the estimate of the heading direction. Therefore, the pure visual model needs motion parallax cues. Even without inhibition by the scatter function, the head-centric flow template responds at the correct heading direction for a cloud of dots for simulated eye rotations up to about 4°/s (Fig. 14a) . The pure visual model, however, shows large systematic errors in absence of depth differences (Fig. 14b) . 
Combining 6isual and extra-retinal signals
The oculo-motor model cannot explain why heading is correctly perceived during simulated eye rotations when motion parallax cues are present. On the other hand, the pure visual model cannot describe why correct heading is perceived when making real eye movements. Can we combine the visual and oculo-motor estimates of eye velocity, such that an adapted visual model can cope with simulated eye rotations during approach of a frontal plane?
As seen in Fig. 13 , the visual estimate of rotation is underestimated when the direction of ego-motion does not correspond to the preferred heading direction of the template bundle. Hence, the difference between the extra-retinal signal, which is assumed to be correct, and the visual estimate of rotation can be used to suppress the activities of a head-centric flow template at 'wrong' heading directions, in a way similar to that the scatter function was used. As a measure of the amount of visuo-motor conflict we choose a Gaussian function of the error between the visual estimate of rotation m v and oculo-motor signal m o : Fig. 15 shows the results obtained when the headcentric flow template, that compensates with a visual signal using the scatter function (| s =1.0°/s), is multiplied by the conflict function (| error =3.0°/s). For the frontal plane, the conflict function suppresses the activity at 'wrong' heading directions during real eye rotations, while during simulated eye rotations a diagonal ridge of activity recurs. For the cloud stimulus, the visual model is already capable of detecting the correct heading direction before inhibition by the conflict function (Fig. 14a) . This remains the same after inhibition by the conflict function, during both real and simulated eye rotation. During real eye rotation no conflict arises, whereas during simulated eye rotation inhibition has no affect on the orientation of the ridge of activity, since it already lies parallel to the rotation axis. Multiplication with the visuo-motor conflict does cause a more rapid decline of the head-centric response as a function of the rotation speed.
Discussion
Our model uses motion parallax, extra-retinal signals, and retinal flow to derive an estimate of the heading direction. Several psychophysical studies indicate that heading can be derived from the retinal flow under conditions where one of the other sources of information is lacking but not when both are missing, suggesting that either one contributes to heading perception. Our model (Fig. 16) captures this behavior at least qualitatively.
The model uses a collection of motion templates. Basically, each template evaluates the evidence in the flow for its preferred ego-rotation and heading direction, without making assumptions on the structure of the environment. One would need a five-dimensional array of such retinal flow templates to sample all possible ego-motions even when each template responds independently of the structure of the environment. Such an analysis of the flow by motion templates was introduced by Perrone [14] . In a later study [15] , the number of templates was reduced by taking into account only those templates that correspond to rotations that stabilize a point of the stationary environment during forward motion. We have taken a different approach. The templates are arranged in 'bundles'. The templates in the bundle share the same preferred heading direction but differ in the preferred ego-rotation. The bundle activities are combined with extra-retinal or visual rate-coded estimates of ego-rotation, resulting in flow-sensitive cells with a gain field for eye velocity. Together, the templates in the bundle form a 'dynamic' receptive field in optic flow space, i.e. a head-centric flow cell that is tuned to different amounts of retinal rotational flow as the rate-coded eye or visual rotation signal changes. This leads to a significant reduction in the number of templates. As it is natural for the brain to use similar formats for extra-retinal and retinal estimates of self-rotation, deriving a rate code for self-rotation from the templates (Eq. (14)) would seem appropriate. An additional asset is that estimates of self-rotation derived from different sources can be processed identically. Moreover, in this way a direct analogy could be achieved between the retino-to head-centric transformation in the position domain (area 7a, LIP) and the proposed transformation in area MST. The bundles as we present them are groups of motion templates that cooperate to carry out a certain transformation. Whether this leads to anatomical constraints is an open question to us. We merely put forward a functional scheme for the perception of heading using physiologically inspired elements. This leads us to suggest certain tuning properties of cells that have not yet been described.
An important parameter that determines to what extent the template bundle achieves tuning to head-centric (as opposed to retinal) flow is the 'scale' of the template bundle. The scale is set by the preferred rotation of the templates '', which simultaneously determines the width of heading direction tuning and of the Gaussian tuning to rotation. Taking into account only the first-order derivative, the head-centric flow template can tolerate rotation rates smaller than (Fig.  11) . So, the amount of rotation the model can cope with can be arbitrarily set by choosing the scale of the templates. More accurate approximations can be ob- (4) is also available after suitably scaling the derivative term. When the visual estimate of rotation and the eye velocity signal differ, the visuo-motor conflict function (5) suppresses the head-centric activity (6).
tained using a higher-order Taylor expansion. Bradley's data suggest that in the monkey, 'scales' of 15°/s or more may be commonplace. For humans such data are lacking, but the finding that heading perception can be accurate for pursuit eye movements as fast as 7°/s [9, 37, 38] suggests that 'scales' of about 10°/s are present.
The pooling of local motion signals already makes the templates sensitive to motion parallax. This holds, because the template responds equally strongly for certain combinations of non-preferred rotation and non-preferred heading direction as for the preferred self-motion, when no depth differences are present, but not so when depth differences occur in the scene (Fig. 9a and b) . However, motion parallax can be exploited more effectively by the template. Each local motion signal can be used to derive a local estimate of the self-rotation. Provided the flow corresponds to the template's preferred heading direction, all these estimates are identical and the variance is minimal. By multiplying the template's output with a gain that depends inversely on the variance of the local estimates of the self-rotation, one can increase the sharpness of the tuning to the preferred self-motion parameters to any desired degree.
Neurophysiological e6idence
A number of observations suggest that parts of our model may be implemented in area MST; the model relies on visual templates sensitive to pure retinal expansion, and to combinations of expansion and rotation. In area MSTd of awake monkeys, cells have been found that respond to combinations of expansion and torsional rotation [21, 22, 39] . Earlier studies argued that MSTd cells are positional invariant [21, 22] . This would render such cells unsuitable for heading detection tasks because positional invariance implies no tuning to the location of the focus of expansion in the retinal flow pattern. However, [39] and [40] showed that MST cells do respond differently when the center of an expanding motion pattern is positioned at different locations in the cell's receptive field.
Our model assumes the existence of templates with a Gaussian tuning to the rotational flow. Most MSTd cells respond to a continuum of patterns [20, 22] consisting of combinations of expansion, torsional and horizontal rotational flow, but details on the tuning properties are scarce in the literature. Gaussian tuning was reported by Graziano et al. [22] for spiral motion; i.e. a stimulus that resembled addition of expansion and torsional flow. To our knowledge, no such data are reported concerning combinations of expanding flow with other directions of rotational flow.
Some cells in area MST continue to fire during blanking or retinal stabilization of a pursued point target. Pursuit cells with large visual fields were mainly found in two non-overlapping parts of MST (MSTl and MSTd) [41] . This shows that extra-retinal input is present in MST [41] , and possibly is being integrated with visual input. Thier and Erickson [31] also found activity in MSTl related to head movement, which suggests MST may also integrate vestibular signals. Recently, Lappe et al. [40] presented data from MST that extends the findings of [39] concerning the preferred location of an expanding pattern of motion. A minority of cells showed bell-shaped responses to the location of the center of expanding motion. The majority of cells, however, showed a gradient response plane as a function of the horizontal and vertical position of the focus of expansion (cf. [40] , their Figures 7 and 9 ). Moreover, a reversal of the gradient for contracting flow was seen. Our model can simulate these data without further modifications. These responses are reproduced by our first-order derivative cell, constructed from the difference between two broadly tuned rotation templates 'O − z −O z ' (Fig. 17) . For templates preferring smaller rotations, the Gaussian tuning becomes apparent as a curvature of the response surface in the direction perpendicular to the gradient. This curvedness is not visible in Lappe's figures that combine data collected from several cells with different gradients. Interestingly though, some single cell data did show saturation comparable with the simulation in Fig. 17a (Lappe, personal communication) . This suggests that the transformation to head-centric flow may take place at different scales (as defined above) simultaneously.
The gradual decline of the response when the center of expansion is shifted in one direction is in our model a property of the gradient cells (lO/lR) but not of the retinal motion templates themselves, which show a bell-shaped tuning to the center of expansion. If the proposed mechanism is used by the primate's visual system, Lappe's observation, that more than 80% of the cells show the gradual decline of the response when the center of expansion is shifted, implies that the majority of the MST cells compute the derivative term of Eq. (7). This is remarkable, because if the latter cells were always derived from two cells tuned to the same expansion but opposite directions of rotation, one would expect a larger proportion of cells with bell-shaped tuning to heading direction. Lappe's results therefore would be compatible with the derivative term being computed directly from the local flow instead of through an intermediate step involving two templates. Because the derivative results from subtraction of two template activities, each merely based on weighted averages over the flow in different visual directions, one can carry out the subtraction also at the local level. This means that the same results are obtained when the weight functions of the two templates W − z and W z are combined into one weight function for the derivative template (W dz ):
(Note the subscript 'i' refers to one location in the template's receptive field; cf. Eq. (11)). This means that the local flow component P i contributes excitatory to the derivative template when it equals Q − z,i , and inhibitory when it equals Q z,i . Because Q − z,i = −Q z,i , it follows that the derivative template weights opposite local velocities oppositely. Such cells have been found in area MT of the monkey [42] . These cells prefer one direction of motion in their receptive field and are inhibited by oppositely directed motion. When both motion directions are shown simultaneously in the receptive field, an intermediate response occurs. We suggest then, that these MT cells play a role for the perception of heading in the presence of eye rotations.
Evidence for the integration of extra-retinal and flow information in MSTd comes from a recent study by Bradley et al. [35] in which patterns of motion were presented to a rotating eye. Besides cells that shift their preferred center of expansion during eye rotation, they also found a class of cells that do not shift their preferred center, but do show a modulation of the amplitude by eye rotation. This type of cell would correspond to our model's eye velocity gain field. Lappe et al. [40] find that most cells in MST display a gradient response instead of a bell-shaped response. We argued that this behavior is consistent with the compu-tation of the derivative term (O/(R from the local flow. Thus, it seems likely that the gain fields are the product of eye velocity with the derivative response (O/(R, rather than with the retinal O templates. We suggest that part of those cells that are modulated in amplitude by extra-retinal signals may have gradient responses to the retinal location of the center of expansion.
An issue that we have virtually ignored is the fact that the rotational component in the flow corresponds to the total rotation, i.e. the rotation of the eye relative to the environment. Oculo-motor signals code the rotation velocity of the eye in the head. Strictly, our simulations apply to conditions with the head stationary. However, combination of eye-in-head and head-relative-space velocity vectors, as supplied by the vestibular system, can result in extra-retinal signals that can be combined with the template signals even for a moving head. This emphasizes the importance of the finding of Thier and Erickson [31] that certain cells in area MST integrate vestibular, oculo-motor and visual velocity signals.
An additional complication arises for eccentric eye positions. If the eye velocity signals supplied by the oculo-motor system are independent of the eye position, i.e. in a head-centric format, one and the same eye velocity signal will, for example, correspond to torsional flow for upward looking and to horizontal flow when looking straight ahead. Thus, eye velocity and head velocity signals need to be mapped in the retinal frame in order to be combined sensibly with the motion templates. Bremmer and Hoffmann [32] reported pursuit-related activity in MST, which was modulated by the starting position of the eye. This may indicate that eye velocity signals are coded in retinal coordinates.
We have shown the retinal flow templates respond qualitatively different to rotation about the line of sight than to rotation about an axis in the image plane. This led us to question the use of three derivatives tuned to orthogonal axes of rotation to compensate for general rotations of the eye. However, the qualitatively different behavior is only evident when the amount of torsional flow presented to the eye is large compared with the templates' rotation tuning width. What range of torsional rotations do usually occur? During smooth pursuit of a target point, the eye rotates according to Listing's law [43] . When tracking a point in the environment, the torsional rotation is zero if the target rotates about an axis perpendicular to the eye's primary direction. Torsional rotation might occur, though, when the heading and primary direction are not aligned; for instance when making a horizontal eye movement with the head tilted down, or when a moving target is pursued such as a bird flying horizontally above the horizon. Roughly, the ratio of the torsional velocity ( torsion ) to pursuit velocity ( eye ) is determined by the angle h between the target's rotation axis and the plane perpendicular to the eye's primary direction:
torsion : eye · sin(h/2) [43, 37, 38] . Under extreme conditions, (h= 40°), torsional velocity may reach up to one third of the pursuit velocity, although it remains unclear whether heading would then still be perceived well. More likely, however, torsional rotations remain an order of magnitude smaller than the pursuit velocity (hB20°). Because (1) the templates can compensate only for eye rotations up to about the rotational tuning velocity of the retinal flow templates (Fig. 11) , and (2) we found irregular effects of eye torsion only when the torsional velocity exceeded the horizontal tuning velocity of the templates (Fig. 8e-f) , we suggest that our templates will operate normally, even during torsional rotations, with the exception possibly of fast torsional head movements. Yet, lacking other psychophysical and neurophysiological data, we cannot decide at this stage between the proposed alternatives to compensate for torsional flow.
The heading direction coded by our head-centric flow templates 'H' is defined relative to the retina. To derive head-centric heading direction, additional transformation is required. Perhaps the extensive projections between area MST and area 7a, which is known to contribute to a transformation of retinal to head-centric visual direction, are involved in the generation of a head-centric representation of heading direction. Recently, eye position gain fields have been found in area MST [27] , while in area 7a flow-sensitive cells have been reported whose response varies linearly and quadratically with eye position [44] .
Although the presence of extra-retinal signals in MST suggests a good chance of finding velocity gain fields in MST, the integration of the extra-retinal signals and motion templates may take place at other locations along the visual and motor pathways. For example, it has recently been shown that area VIP contains cells that are sensitive to a diversity of optic flow patterns [45] and fire during pursuit eye movements [46] . These studies, however, do not allow for conclusions on the type of interaction between these signals or even whether the cells are tuned to head-centric or retino-centric flow.
Suggestions for neurophysiological research
Our model assumes that the expansion and rotation cells in MSTd are Gaussian-tuned to rotation velocity, not only about the torsional axis, but especially about axes in the fronto-parallel plane. Data in support of this view are lacking currently. Cells sensitive to horizontal motion have already been found. However, relatively little is known of their speed tuning to a rotational component that is added to expanding flow. Furthermore, the sensitivity to horizontal flow should be tested with real rotation stimuli, instead of shifting patterns on a tangent screen. Especially in peripheral viewing directions, translation on the tangent screen differs from the flow belonging to a rotation about an axis in the fronto-parallel plane. Thus, it may be of interest to investigate whether MSTd cells are Gaussian-tuned to rotational velocity about axes in the fronto-parallel plane. Even more interesting would be the search for cells that are Gaussian-tuned to rotation and one direction of translation. For such cells our model predicts that if stimulated with a flow that matches the cell's preferred rotation and heading direction, the response should not vary with the simulated ego-speed, i.e. the rate of expansion. Note that this is not the same as saying that the cell decomposes the flow field into a translational and a rotational component, because when the preferred heading direction does differ, the simulated rate of expansion affects the response.
Eye velocity gain fields, as proposed in our model, are more likely to be found in MSTd than in MSTl, as only the former cells respond to complex optic flow patterns. According to the oculo-motor model, the template is modulated by an extra-retinal signal, which varies linearly with eye velocity. To investigate this relationship, one could present a constant retinal flow to a moving eye. According to our model, some cells' responses should vary linearly with eye velocity, but the (Gaussian) tuning to the retinal flow pattern should remain the same irrespective of the eye movement. Our model does not exclude the possibility that the visual sensitivity of the gain field cell is only revealed during eye movement in a preferred direction, i.e. without eye movement, the cell might not appear to be visually responsive.
Another important test is the alignment of the direction of the axis of preferred rotational flow and the axis of preferred eye rotation for MSTd neurons. If vestibular information also converges in MSTd, one could also investigate the preferred axis of vestibular rotation signals. Thier and Erickson [31] have found cells in MSTl that are sensitive to both eye rotation and head rotation. Their preferred direction appeared to be the same axis, and for both responses depended linearly on rotation speed.
To find the analog of our model's output templates that code head-centric heading direction, we should differentiate between the three possible models we have proposed. The pure visual model and oculo-motor models use a visual estimation of the rotation or an extra-retinal signal as the gain factor. As a third possibility the visual rotation and oculo-motor rotation signals may be combined to suppress templates in proportion to the conflict between the two signals. A mixed model in which visual and extra-retinal estimates of the eye rotation are used in combination with different scales of the templates is another possibility that will be explored in a future study. To distinguish these different possibilities one needs to decouple the rotational component in the flow from the eye rotation. The simulated eye rotation condition in the psychophysical literature [3, 4] is one example of such a stimulus. In general, one requires that one can vary the eye velocity signal independently of the visual estimate of the egorotation as derived from the flow. One can then test the different models by concentrating on the head-centric flow cells or by concentrating on the modulation of cells that are tuned to retinal flow.
Cells found by Bradley et al. [35] that shift their preferred center of translational flow when the eye moves, provide an excellent means to validate the extraretinal model. Assuming such a cell corresponds to a head-centric flow cell, measuring its tuning to the rotational flow component (and the preferred heading) for a stationary eye, immediately reveals the rotation tuning width of the retinal pure translation template. According to Eq. (9) and Fig. 11 , the amount of eye rotation the head-centric flow cell can tolerate is directly related to this rotation tuning width. This can be tested using Bradley's procedures.
Cells with activity peaking for two oppositely directed rotational components in the retinal flow (independently of the amount of expansion in the preferred heading direction and the amount of eye rotation) would provide strong evidence for the pure visual model because such behavior corresponds to (O(t. ,− )− O(t. ,)) 2 (cf. Eq. (15)). The extra-retinal signal model would be favored if cells are excited by one direction of rotational flow and inhibited by the opposite direction, and if a reversal of the excitatory direction occurs when the eye velocity is inverted. This type of behavior would correspond to m O (O(t. ,−)− O(t. ,)) (cf. Eq. (9)). Finally, the conflict model would be supported by cells of which the responses are modulated by the difference between the rotational flow and the eye velocity.
Other physiological models
Our model is based on templates similar to those used by Perrone [14] and Perrone and Stone [15] . Unlike Perrone [14] , we are not concerned with modeling the motion sensors after MT cells exactly. Instead, we describe the local input to a template directly in terms of the local flow vector, the template's preferred flow vector and a local constraint line along which the flow is measured. To some extent, the local inputs to the heading detector as proposed by Perrone and Stone [15] also achieve insensitivity to the translational component of flow, because at one retinal location a maximum response is selected from a set of motion sensors, each tuned to different ego-speeds. We think, though, their model has difficulty accounting for a number of observations. First of all, to reduce the amount of templates needed to sample all possible heading directions and ego-rotations, Perrone and Stone [15] restrict eye rotations by assuming a point in the environment is fixated. Royden et al. [8] find, however, that heading is accurately perceived when tracking moving objects. Our scheme reduces the number of templates without posing constraints on the direction of eye rotations. Secondly, Perrone and Stone [15] suggest extra-retinal signals can be used to emphasize the response map of templates whose preferred rotation corresponds to the eye's rotation. This would require eye velocity in labeled line code to inhibit the response maps tuned to other rotations, while only rate-coded eye velocity in MST has been reported so far [32] . Thirdly, it is unclear whether their templates can reproduce the recent physiological data from MST reported by [40] on gradient planes as functions of the position of the focus of expansion.
Another interesting model is the neural network proposed by Lappe and Rauschecker [16, 17] . It implements the subspace algorithm of Heeger and Jepson [13] to set the connections between a first layer of local motion detectors and a second layer of cells that respond to large motion patterns. Both their second layer cells, as well as our derivative cells (O/(R can reproduce the recent data from MST [40] in which response gradients as function of the retinal focus of expansion were found. These similarities suggest a possible close relation between both models, for instance at the level of the sampling of the flow. In the model of Lappe and Rauschecker, the second layer is organized in subpopulations of cells that share the same preferred heading direction. The total activity of a subpopulation is largest for ego-motion in the preferred direction by setting the connections between local motion sensors and second layer cells, so that a residual function is minimized. Because this residual function consists of the sum of inproducts between the selected local flow vectors and the actual flow vectors, it may be interesting to see if the selected flow vectors of second layer cells are oriented perpendicular to the translational components of flow, as we propose for our template structure. Moreover, the input connections to a second layer cell are divided into pairs [16] . It would be interesting to see if locally, such pairs of motion sensors show opposite preferred directions, as suggested for our first-order derivative cell (O/(R.
An important difference between our model and other models lies in its use of an extra-retinal signal, and its multiplicative interaction between the extra-retinal estimate of rotation m o with the derivative template ((O/(R), to create the compensating term m o (O/(R. Since the compensating term scales equally with the pure expansion template O, it also takes into account properties of the flow, such as the number of dots, layout, contrast.
Conclusions
We have presented and tested a general model for changing the reference frame of receptive fields using extra-retinal information. Our model explains the need for broadly Gaussian-tuned receptive fields and eye position gain fields in area 7a, involved in the transformation of retinal to head-centric visual position. To retrieve the direction of self-motion from retinal flow patterns, the same method can be applied to compensate for rotational flow during eye or head rotations, but now using eye velocity signals.
Although neurophysiological studies of cells in MST seem to support our heading model, a number of model elements and assumptions have yet to be confirmed. Currently, physiological data on the retinal flow template's Gaussian rotation tuning, the presence of higher-order derivatives and the role of motion parallax are lacking. As yet, it is not evident whether extra-retinal signals, visually acquired estimates of eye velocity, or both, are used for the multiplicative interactions. Qualitatively, the simulated responses of head-centric flow templates are consistent with human heading performance for simulated motion towards a cloud or fronto-parallel plane, during real or simulated eye rotations.
